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NATURAL OPERATORS TRANSFORMING PROJECTABLE 
VECTOR FIELDS TO PRODUCT PRESERVING BUNDLES 
JIRI T O M A S 
ABSTRACT. We determine all natural operators transforming projectable vector fields 
on a fibered manifold Y into vector fields on FY, where F is any product preserving 
bundle functor on the category of all fibered manifolds. 
In the present paper, we describe all natural operators transforming projectable 
vector fields on fibered manifolds to vector fields on product preserving bundles. 
We follow the basic teminology from [2] and heavily use the result of Mikulski, [3], 
who classified all product preserving bundle functors on the category TM of fibered 
manifolds by means of product preserving bundle functors on the category Mf of 
smooth manifolds. We also essentially use another result of his, namely the description 
of all natural transformations between product preserving bundle functors on TM. 
1. A classical result by Michor and others, [2] reads that every product preserving 
bundle functor F : Mf -> TM is a Weil functor. 
We remind the result of Mikulski, [3] in the slightly modified form. Let F : TM -> 
TM be a bundle functor and i, j : Mf -> TM be bundle functors defined as follows. 
For a manifold M, we set i(M) = idM - M -> M and j(M) = ptM : M -> pi, where 
pt denotes the one-point manifold. Let tM - t(M) —> j(M) be the identity natural 
transformation. We put GF = F o i , HF = Foj and p.F = Ft : GF -> HF. If F 
preserves products, then so do GF and HF. It follows the existence of Weil algebras A% 
B satisfying GF = TA and HF = TB. Moreover, we have the natural transformation 
p.F : TA -> TB determined by the algebra homomorphism /xj[ : .A —> B. To simplify 
the notation, we write Ji instead p.F and /i instead p£. 
By Mikulski, we define the functor T^ : TM -> TM in the following way. For a 
fibered manifold p : Y -> M, put T*Y = TAM XTBM T
BY, the pull-back of TAM 
and TBY with respect to /xM : T
AM -> TBM and TBp : TBY -> TBM. 
For another product preserving bundle functor F : TM —> TM and a natural 
transformation t): F -> F we have two natural transformations v = -q o %: TA -> TA 
and p = T) o j : TB -> TB determined by homomorphisms v : A-> A and p: B -> B. 
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They commute with the natural transformations fi : TA -> T B , fi : TA -> Ts in the 
sense fiov = poJi and consequently fiov = pop,. Then the result of Mikulski reads 
as follows. 
Proposition 1. Every product preserving bundle functor F : TM -> TM is natu-
rally equivalent to TM for some Weil algebra homomorphism p : A -> B. Moreover, 
for another product preserving bundle functor F = T&, every natural transformation 
rj: F -> F is identified with the product v x P\T», where v = v o i, p = rjoj. 
In particular, every product fibered manifold M x N -> N coincides with i(M) x 
j(N)} the product being in TM. This implies T^(M x N -> M) = T
AM x TBN -> 
TAM. 
Now we remind some basic concepts and properties of Weil algebras and Weil 
bundles and give their generalizations for the functors in question. 
Let D be the algebra of dual numbers and A an arbitrary Weil algebra. Then _4® D 
is identified with Ax A with the multiplication defined by 
(1) (a, b) (c, d) = (ac, ad + be) 
Furthermore, TAoTB = TA®B for any Weil algebras A, B. 
Koszul, [2], defined the action of a Weil algebra A on tangent vectors of TA in the 
following way. Let m : R x TM -> TM be the multiplication of tangent vectors on a 
manifold M by reals. Applying TA, we construct TAm : TAR x TATM -> TATM. 
Since TAR = A and TATM = TA®DM, using the exchange isomorphism A 0 D -> 
D ® Ay we obtain a map A x TT
AM -> TTAM. Taking an element c e Ay we have a 
map 
L(c)M - TT
AM -> TTAM. 
The maps L(C)M form a natural affinor on TTAM. Taking into account the identifi-
cation A ® D ~ A x Ay we obtain the following coordinate expression of L(C)M 
c(oi , . . . , om , &i,..., 6m) = ( a i , . . . , am, c&i,..., c6m). 
For every natural bundle F , we have the flow operator T defined on vector fields by 
T(X) = jji\oF(Fl?), where Fl? denotes the flow of a vector field X to be lifted. 
This is a natural operator and in the case F = TA its composition with L(c) yields a 
set of natural operators T -> TTA given by L(c) o TA. 
The absolute operators, [2] are constructed from derivations as follows. The Lie 
algebra AutA associated with the Lie group of all algebra automorphisms of a Weil 
algebra A is identified with the set of all derivations DerA. For any D € Der A, its 
one-parameter subgroup S(t) on AutA determines the vector field DM = ^|o^(0jif 
on TAM.' We obtain a natural operator op.D, defined by (oj>D)MX = DM-
Now we present the result of Kolaf, [1], giving the classification of all natural 
operators T -> TTA. 
Proposition 2. All natural operators TM -> TTAM are of the form L(C)M °TA + 
(op-D)M for some c € A, D € DerA 
2. We are going to generalize this result for fibered manifolds and protectable 
vector fields. First we investigate the absolute operators. 
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Let /x : A -> B} /x : A -» B be homomorphisms of Weil algebras and I
7*1, T* 
the associated bundle functors.* By Proposition 1, natural transformations T* -> T^ 
correspond to (/x, /x)-related pairs of homomorphisms v : A -> A, p : B —> B such 









Let us investigate all natural equivalences of T*1. We denote by Aut(.A,/x,.B) C Aut A x 
A u t 5 the set of all /x-related pairs of automorphisms v : A -+ ..4, p : B -* B. 
Analogously we define Der(A, /x, B) C Der.A x Der B as the set of all /x-related pairs 
of derivations DA ' A -> .A, DB - B -> .B. The relation between Aut(A, /x, .B) and 
Der(.A, /x, -B) is given by the following lemma 
Lemma 3. Aut(A, /x, B) is a Lie subgroup in Aut .4 x Aut 2? and its Lie algebra 
Aut(A,ii,B) coincides with Der(A,/x,.B). 
Proof. Clearly, Aut(A, /x, JB) is an algebraic subgroup in Aut A x Aut B. We prove it 
is closed. Define f\ : Aut A -> Hom(A, B), (p i-> /x o <p and fi : Aut B -> Hom(A, B), 
xph+rpoii. Then Aut(A, /x, B) = {(•./>, ̂ ) 6 Aut A x Aut .B; fi((p) = /2(V0}> which is 
closed in Aut .A x Aut B. 
Let D £ .v4txt(A,/x, .B) and (v(t),p(t)) be its one-parameter subgroup on Aut .A x 
Aut.B. It holds PLODA = A-° ^lo-^W = ^ l o ^ 0 - ^ ) ) * S"106 Mif a r e U-iear maps. This 
is equal to ^|o(p(*) °V>) = ft |o(p(*)) o /x = .DB o /x. 
Conversely, let .D = (Z?Ai-Dfi) G Der(A,/x,.B). Put v(t) = exp(t.DA), p(t) = 
exp(^B) . We have /xo*,(i)(a)=M£~ o ^ ( « ) ) = £ ~ = o ^ ^ ^ for any a € A 
Using repeatedly /x o DA=DB O /X, we obtain $^!lo * 'Dffi* , which is p(t) o p,(a). 
This completes the proof. • 
Another important property of functors T* is the iteration one analogous to Weil 
functors TA. It holds 
(2) T* o r ^ = r*i®/* 
for any Weil algebra homomorphisms /x: A —¥ B, /x : A -> .§. 
Let y -> M be any fibered manifold, /x: A —J* B a homomorphism between Weil 
algebras A, .B and .D G Der(A,/x,.B). If £(t) is its one-parameter subgroup, then 
DY = dt\oS(t) determines a vector field DY on T^Y and for a projectable vector field 
X o n V w e obtain the absolute natural operator (op D)Y defined by (op D)YX = Dy. 
3. All absolute natural operators TpTOjY -> TT^Y are given by the following 
assertion 
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Proposition 4. Every absolute natural operator AY : TY -> TT*Y is of the form 
(op D)Y for some D G Der(.A, /z, B). 
Proof. One can immediately verify, that op D is a natural transformation TM —> TT*. 
We have T A = T*dA for the identity homomorphism on A and consequently T = T W D . 
Applying (2) we obtain TT** = T*<fc®/i. We use the decomposition of AY in the sense 
of the second part of Proposition 1 into the couple of natural transformations 27, p 




Taking into account the fact that AY covers the identity on T**.K, the identification 
(1), the correspondence between natural transformations on Weil bundles and ho-
momorphisms of their associated Weil algebras, we reduce the above diagram to the 
















Put DA = pr2 o i/, DB = W2 ° P- We prove that DA e Der.Z.1, DB 6 Der.B. We 
have v(ab) = (ab,DA(ab)). On the other hand v(a)v(b) = (ab,aDA(b) + bDA(a))} 
using (1) again. It follows that DA e Dei A and analogously DB 6 Der.0. Since 
i(fo ®/i~(/i, p) in (1), one immediately verifies that (DAy DB) € Der(.A, /x, B). This 
proves our assertion. • 
4. In the next step, we generalize the Koszul action to a functor T* and find all 
natural affinors on T9*. Let /x : A —• B be a Weil algebra homomorphism, c € A and 
(j/, z) G T»Y = T M X T B M T
B y . We define a map L(c)Y : TT"r -» TT^y as follows 
(3) L(c)Y (2/, *) = (L(c)M (y), L(ix(c))y (.z)) 
where I>(c)j.f (y) and L(H(C))Y(Z) are the classical natural affinors by Koszul on Weil 
bundles TAM, TBY. 
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Proposition 5. Let /x : A -> B be a Weil algebra homomorphism. Then every 
natural affinor on T** is of the form L(c), c G A. 
Proof. We are searching for all natural transformations on TT*1 over the identity 
on T^, which are linear on fibers of TT1* - • TM. Similarly as in the proof of the 
previous assertion we deduce that every natural affinor in question is determined 
by the couple of T/x-related natural transformations VM - TTAM -» TTAM and 
PM - TTBY ->• TTBYy which are clearly natural affinors in the classical sense. By 
[2], there is c G A and d G B such that VM(y) = L(c)M(y) and PM(Z) = £(d)y(z) 
for any (y,z) G T**Y ~ TAM XTBM TBY. Using (1) and the coordinate form of the 
Koszul action, we directly verify, that d = /-(c), which completes the proof. • 
5. The following theorem states our main result. We recall that TM is the flow 
operator of T*. 
Theorem 6. Let /i : A -* B be a homomorphism of Weil algebras and X be a 
projectable vector field on a fibered manifold Y. Then every natural operator Ay : 
TprojY -> T»Y is of the form 
AYX = L(c)Y O F + (opD)y, 
CG.A, .DGDer(.A,/i,.B). 
Proof. By Lemma 44.2 of [2], all natural operators AY : TprojY -> TT^Y are of a 
finite order r given by Weil algebras A and B. By Chapter X of [2] they are with 
bijection with natural transformations 
(4) J^{Y,TY) xY T»Y -> TT»Y 
over the identity on T**Y. 
Let V£>n, 5, F be the standard fibers of J^foTY), T»Y, TT»Y for Y = 
Rm x R n -> Rm, respectively. Further, let Vb denote the set of all r-jets of constant 
vector fields on Y. Clearly, it holds S = NmxN$, F = N^xN? xRm xN?xRn xN?, 
where iVi, 1V2 are the nilpotent ideals of Weil algebras A, B. Let us denote by VoiTn 
the set of all r-jets of constant vector fields on y , the fiber components of which 
are zeros. By the general theory, [2], if for natural operators J4I, A2 in question 
Ai\v0xs = A2\VoxS or Ai\v0ttnxS = -42|vb.mxs is satisfied, then Ai = A2. 
If we restrict the naturality conditions to local .FAf-.teomo:rphisms, then natural 
operators or the associated natural transformations (4) are in the bijective correspon-
dence with GJ^>n-equivariant maps 
Vm,n x N? x N? ->Rm x Nm xRn x N? 
where G ^ n denotes the group of all r-jets of local FM- isomorphisms of R
m x Rn 
into itself with source and target zero. 
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Let (vi,vp) G Vb, (yi) G N?, (zp) G .AT?, (Yf>,YJ G R
m x JVJ» and (WP,ZP) G 
Rn x N$. Thus we have 
Y? = fi{Vj>Vq,yj,*q) 
Wp = gp(vj,vq,yj,zq) 
y< = fti(i;i,t;fj,yi,zg) 
Yp = kp(vj,vq,yj,zq) 
for suitable smooth functions /», yp, fc», kp. 
The equivariancy with respect to Gm > n yields the Unearity of /», §p, ft., fcp. The 
equivariancy with respect to homotheties on fibers, namely id^m x ktdRm, yields 
Yj* = fi(vj, kvq, J/J, kzq), which implies Y? = /»(VJ,J/J). The exchange of the i-th and 
j-th axis yields Ŷ 0 = /(v»,y») = kvi + /(j/,), where / : 1Vi -» R is a linear map. 
Analogously we deduce Yi = g(vi) + /i(j/»), Wp = lvp + .F(zp), Zp = G(vp) + .H"(zp) for 
linear maps g : R -> Nu h : 1VX -•> Nu F : N2 -> R, G : R -» 1V2, H : 1V2 -•> 1V2 and 
2 6 R. Restricting ourselves to Vfc.m x 5 we obtain 
i ? = * * + / ( { , , ) , y . = $ ( * . ) + % . ) 
WP = F(-P), 2., = ^ - . , ) 
Let v» = 0. Then we obtain an absolute operator Ay. By Proposition 4, A\> is of the 
form (op.D)y for _9 € Der(A,jx,.B). 
For a vector field X G V .̂m, -Y = (v»,0) the natural operator .Ayr = Ay — A\r 
satisfies YQ = kv^ Yi = <j(vt), Wp = 0, Zp = 0. Analogously as in [2] , Theorem 42.12 
we obtain 
(^°,y0 = i(c)or^, c = fc+fl(i). 
If we consider the flow of TM.X, which is the product of translations and the identity, 
we obtain Wp = 0 = Zp. Thus Ay coincides with L(c)oT
M on Vb,m> which completes 
the proof. D 
6. Finally, we disscuss two special important cases of the functor TM. 
If B = A and /i = idA, then F = T
A and FY = T^y -> y -> M. We obtain the 
fibered version of Kolaf 's result from Proposition 2. 
The second special case is obtained, if we put A = R, B = RxJV and /z = t : R -> 
R x 1V, where 1V is the nilpotent part of B and i(x) = (a;,0), x G R, 0 G 1V. Then 
F = T* coincides with the vertical Weil bundle VB and FY = VBY ->Y->M. All 
natural operators in question are of the form 
kVB+o?D 
for k G R, D G T>eiB. This result was obtained by Slovak, [4] . 
I thank prof. I. Kol&r for his useful help and suggestions. 
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